History
Of the lantern

The transition from moonlight to flames, from
gas to electric light sources, the lantern has
revolutionised the night.
Moving beyond a tool solely of navigation,
enabling 24 hour communities and an integral
part of a cities landscape.
Over time, technological advancements in
terms of life-span and efficiency superseded
lighting ergonomics, aesthetics and originality.
Traditionally, the design of luminaires and
lanterns has always taken its starting point
in the shape of the light source. Many of
these shapes of yesterday are still being used
today, just with a technological facelift.
Now,

the

combination

of

LED

and

a

groundswell of desire to express a cities soul
through design has created the next chapter
in the History of the Lantern.
Meet Devina: the heir to city illumination.
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One of the predominant designs from the 1930’s
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a timeless and beautiful shape. From a lighting
perspective, however, it is far from ideal.

The light radiates at all angles without
purpose. The light source, if left untamed,
dazzles the human eye and creates light
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barriers in the outdoor room.
To combine an alluring ageless form with a
light quality to match we turned to the most
enduring of design principles: the golden
ratio. The precisely proportioned cylinders
provide aesthetic symmetry but with the
ability to control the distribution of the light
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via the top reflector to avoid glare and light
waste.
By focusing on the simplest and most natural
of all forms, Devina is not identified by trends
or a set period of time. In essence, the perfect
cylinder.
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the perfect cylinder

CRAFTED
not manufactured
Each Devina has a distinct visual language which speaks
through the carefully curated composition of materials.
Designs with a Nordic spirit that can easily be translated
into different habitats around the globe.
The psyche of collaboration is at the heart of Devina,
collating the insight and vision of Kai Piippo and
his team at ÅF Lighting, artist Lena Bergström and
Orrefors artisan glass makers with Fagerhult’s own
inhouse creatives. The interaction between materials
and light, acrylic and metal, luminaire and post helps
create an expression unique to each design.
The definition is in the detail, crafted not manufactured.

The Nordic design heritage has always drawn
inspiration from its environment and the
distinctive characteristics of its climate.
The four pre-defined Devinas are created
with the four different seasons in mind;
materials and expressions linked to the four
elements, different Nordic phenomenas and
times of the day.
Höstglöd, Rimfrost, Kallkälla and Solglitter
are all curiosities of nature. Little flourishes,
which draw focus and elevate their habitat.
By shielding the light source from view at
every angle Devina follows the same principle.
Bringing a sense of light and complimenting
not dominating its surroundings. Inspired
but not defined by nature.

devina
solglitter
Sparkling like the rays of light hitting the
water at summers solar noon, Solglitter’s
clear outer core showcases the crystal interior
developed in association with Orrefors and
Lena Bergström.
The visual effect morphs as the illumination
switches from the natural to artificial light
sources, working in conjunction with the
meticulous design details for a decadent
statement.
The combination of crystal and black aluminum
with the raw, earthy corten pole creates a
fascinating, continuous contrast from top to
bottom. The beauty held by the beast.

devina

kallkalla
While the dark grey housing and bracket add a
sense of substance, Kallkälla’s beauty is in the
simplicity.
A tribute to its surroundings. The combination
of a lower flux and bespoke optics creates a
visual and illuminated experience akin to the
moon in a clear night’s sky. All the openness
of Spring in-between the two extremes of the
seasons.
Pure minimalism creating volume without
decoration, Kallkälla showcases its environment
without demanding attention. The light element
adds a modern aesthetics offset by the natural
materials of the post.

devina

hostglod
Utilizing a golden fabric and honeycomb metal
mesh, Höstglöd takes its visual palette from the
rich orange, red and brown hues of Autumn
radiating through the Nordic forest.
The light produces the cosines we associate
with the fall, framed by a golden finished
housing and bracket which contrasts against
the dark anthracite aluminum post.
A design for dusk where the light emphasizes
the material features. As the sun sets, like fire
since the beginning of evolution, Höstglöd
draws people together towards it’s warmth.

devina

rimfrost
Rimfrost’s understated aesthetic complements
a modern style where you want a clean design
without frills.
An inner and outer cylinder of transparent
plastic mesh diffuses the light, creating the
clean, crisp feel of a winters dawn.
The white nacre finish around the housing
draws inspiration from the mornings crystalline
frozen vapor known as Rimfrost, joining the
brushed aluminum post for an extra touch of
sophistication.

create
your own

story

We are currently under-going a change in
paradigm of custom wishes. Like the 1920’s
when the design of lanterns attracted the
leading architects of the time, cities are
increasingly looking at expressing their own
identities and place branding with bespoke
creations.
One of the challenges of customisation is
merging the visual preference with the technical solution. Based on the perfect cylinder,
you’re free to create your own signature
twist with exceptional light quality assured.
Experiment with different materials, colours
and shapes to find the perfect expression, the
opportunities are virtually endless to create
your own story.
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